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ABSTRACT
A preliminary analysis was conducted to establish the
requirements of a s pace-to-earth microwave power transmission
system. The need for accurate phase control on the transmitter
was established and mothods for. ar;sessinq the impact of power
density and thermal constraints on system performance were
demonstrated.	 Potential	 radio frequency	 interference was
considered.	 The sensitivity of transmission system scale to
variations	 in	 power	 source, +ransportation	 and	 orbital
fabrication and assembl y cos +.s was also determined.
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SUMMARY
A preliminary analysis was conducted to establish the
requirements of a space-to-earth microwave power transmission
system. The need for accurate phase control on the transmit
antenna was established. A tot,il rms phase error, from all
causes, of no more than 10 degrees is required to insure
scattering losses will be less than 3 per cent.
calculations were performed to determine the sensitivity of
the system to variations in geometry and antenna illumination.
These analyses included variations of the transmitter and
receiver diameters, beam interception efficiency and illumination
taper. The impacts on system design of constraints imposed by
microwave power density and antenna heat dissipation limitations
were also determined. In addition, the sensitivity of microwave
system scale to variations in power source, transportation and
orbital fabrication and assembly costs was determined using
values of cost parameters obtained from a literature survey.
The RPI impact was assessed, including the effects of DZ-RF
converter noise emissions and harmonic radiation. It was shown
STAR category 07
Aim
thtit with suitable filtering, an exclusion band can be defined
outside of which interference is unlikely for other spectral
users. The impact of harmonic radiation is mote uncertain than
that of tho noise emissions since the assessment is very
sensitive to various assumptions used in conductinq the analyses.	 J
Typically, 10-40 db of rejection of each harmonic will be
necessary
	
to	 prevent	 interference with satellite-to- ea.rt:h
communications. 	 This is in addition to 9O db of rejection
assumed to lie provided by the fundamental filter and waveguide
circuitry.
b1 . C I NT RODUCT ION
It has been demonstrated that when a receive antenna fills a
significant portion of the main beam of a transmitter, efficient
transfer of power can occur. Tests at Raytheon (Waltham, Mass.)
and at JPL (Goldstone) have demonstrated high efficiency
transmission and long range transmission respectively. Raytheon
has demonstrated a DC-DC link efficiency of 54 per cent while
recovering 495 watts DC (reference 1). A recent test at the
NASA-JPL complex at Goldstone, Calif. demonstrated the transfer
or power over a range of 1.54 Km. The NASA -JPL test realized a
recovery of up to 30.4 Kw (reference 2).
The tests rioted above were small scale tests intended to
make preliminary evaluations of the feasibility of long distance
power transmission by microwaves on a large scale. One
application of this technique would be the collection and
conversion of solar energy at synchronous orbit and transmission
of this collected energy to earth via microwave link as in the
Satellite Solar Power Station (reference 3). There are also
possible terrestial, applications including underground waveguide
links and above ground point-to-point free space links
(references 4,5). Another application is the use 4f a reflector
in geosynchronous orbit to re ply power from one point on earth to
another (reference 6)
	
The Satellite Solar Power Station	 (SSPS) concept was
3
1originated by Peter Glaser oi: A. U. Little, Inc. This concept
makes use of photovoltaic solar converters for energy conversion.
A study of this concept Was conducted under contract NAS 3-16804.
The results were published as NASA CR-2357 (reference 3). The
study focused primarily on the feasibility of constructing and
controllinq large structures in space and the feasibility of
obtaininq very low cost, light weight, and efficient photovoltaic
converters. In addition, preliminary estimates were made of the
requirements of the microwave link.
The results of the SSPS study indicated that the orbital
system would weigh on the order of 10 million Kg and that the
appropriate antenna sites for reasonable interception efficiency
were 1 Km and 7.4 Km for the transmitter and receiver
respectively. The study also indicated that a space-to-earth
power	 transmission system could be made competitive with
terrestial s y stems, given suitable technology developments.
Subsequently, an effort was undertaken to further define the
Microwave Power Transmission system ("1PTS). The study reportedi
i herein and an effort undertaken by Raytheon (reference 7) focused
on the microwave link. However, in order to optimize the MPTS in
the context of the application, it Was necessary to include
additional SSPS parameters in the analysis. Estimates of prime
power costs and weights wer,- 'taken from references 8 and 9. The
impact of transportation and orbital assembly cost was examined
in a parametric fashion with reference values being taken from
reference 9.
1
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2.') IPTS SYSTFM MODEL
2.1 TkANSMITTFR
A typical geometry arrangement for a space-to-earth
microwave power transmission system is shown in Figure 1. As was
shown in the SSPS study (reference 3) and verified in this study,
-the required transmitter diameter is nominally 1 Km and the
receiver is sized to intercept nominally 90 per cent of the beam
power. More I)Pam interception can be realized by increasing the
transmitter or receiver diameter or both. As will be shown liter
there
	
is no
	
cost	 advantage to using beam	 interception
efficiencies beyond 90-99 [- ^r cent.
The SSPS study also indicated good aperture efficiency and
good DC:-RF conversion efficiency could be obtained with the
combination of slotted wave,juirle radiating elements and integral
amplitrons as converters. In this study, severalalternatives to
the slotted waveguide were examined. Table I lists the options
i
considered. Of those listed, the combination suggested in the
.SSPS study seem_
` ' 	
:eto t	 the best
 choice in the frequency range of
i	 2-3 Ghz. The circularly -polarized system would likely be thei`
best choice if the transmission frequency were less than 2 Ghz.
Tn addition aspects or the illumination function, phase control,
energy distribution on the transmit antenna, losses, and RFI
impact were examined to establish sensitivity of the system to
changes- in these parameters. Also, critical areas in need of
ID DT &A PAGE I
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technology development were identified.
2.1.1 ILLUMINATION FUNCTION
In regard to antenna illumination, it is well known that the
field pattern at a receive site can be somewhat arbitrarily
shaped by a suitable choice of the transmitter illumination
	 ."
function. Since the purpose of MPT: is the transmission of power
and since the fraction of the beam intercepted by the receiver
significantly affects overall system efficiency, one could pose
the following question.	 riven. a particular transmit/receive
geometry, what should the transmitting antenna illumination be in
order to maximize the interception at the receive site? This
particular question has been resolved by others (references
10,11,12) for a lossless, unconstrained antenna system.
Generally, these optimal illuminations have a spherical
phasing to focus the transmitted beam on the receiver and they
have an amplitude distribution which depends on transmit/receive
geometry. For typical geometries associated with space-to-earth
power transmission, the Fresnel approximation is valid.
Consequently, the spherical focusing factor can be approximated
quite accurately by a quadratic focusing factor. Therefore, for
the MPTS the optimal illumination function, g {fir),-would have the
form
twh(--
 ro 	r i:, *he ra Flia 1 position of interest,	 f (r)	 is the
app rop rid te amplitude factor and the exponential term is the
quadratic focusing factor (reference 13).
Since the focusing term is already specified, one need only
he concerned With identifying a suitable amplitude function,
f(r).	 This	 study made use of	 the method developed in
reference 12 to obtain f (r) .
These optimal illuminations can conveniently be described
with the use of the geometric parameter given by,
	
z- = AV t A 	 (2.1.2)
X Z-
where A^ and Ar are the transmitter and receiver aperture areas
respectively, 9 is the separation of the two antennas and is
the wavelength of the microwave radiation.
Generally, for small T, the receive antenna intercepts only
a small portion of the main beam. Therefore, the best collection
efficiency is obtained when the axial power density at the
receive site is a maximum. 	 This maximum occurs for uniform
1
i
illumination on the transmit antenna. 	 In this region of T, the
optima:i amplitude illuminations are (reference i2)	
K
^ZfCr) = 1 - ^Y?'z R{	
R	
1	 (2.1.3)f
where R. is the radius of the transmitter.	 The fraction of
_	
8
1i
available energy enclosed by the receive antenna is
rj<r) = z: (2.1.4)
For large Z', the receive antenna fills or nearly fills the
main beam and possibly the near sidelobes. For this case, the
best collection efficiency is obtained with a gaussian
illumination (reference 12) and in this range of Z,
fCr) _ exp 171('- )2	 (2.1.5)Rt
and the fraction of collected energy is,
n(Z) = 1	 (2.1.6)
For intermediate values of T, the optimal illumination
ranges between the quadratic form (2.1.3) and the quassian form
(2.1.5).
fTherefore using methods such as that in reference 12 one can
I
jobtain the mininum value of	 Z and the corresponding unique
i
illumination which will provide a given interception efficiency.
Note that these optimal illuminations are obtained without
consideration of physical constraints. As a result, these
illuminations can lead to systems with unrealizable requirements.
For examFle, consider the trend of system scale as a function of
9
.ru
interception efficiency shown in FiqurP 2.	 If one were willing
to build large enough antennas such a system can be made to
arbitrarily approach unity interception. 	 To the extent that
system scale reflects cost, there may be severe cost penalties
associated with high beam interception.
As another example, consider the peak, 	 density trend on
the transmitter. The growth in peak power density relative to
average power density is shown as a function of beam efficiency
iii Figure 3. As will be shown in section 2.3.3 thermal and other
constraints place an upper limit on this peak density.
Inclusion of constraints such as these can lead to systems
with parameters significantly different than those disregarding
constraints. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a means of
analyzing the impact of departing from the optimal illuminations
whenever it is desired to accommodate constraints.
There are a variety of ways one 'could provide for such a4
d,?parture. In reference 7 the impact of a departure was assessed
by simply altering the decay rate and truncation point of a
gaussian illumination function. In this study, the method of
reference 12 was used to establish the optimal illuminations For
nominal into rcc-ptzons and p, rturbat.ions were obta. nod by varying
C	 ,
tho receiver antenna size from the unconstrained optimum and
t calculating the new interception efficiency. This method
provided results similar to reference 7 and had the advantage
that the illumination tunction was optimal for at least one
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 	 10
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selection of system geometry even for uniform illumination.
For convenience in plotting, the new combination of antenna
sizes were normalized using equation 2.1.2. Illumination
functions were selected from the optimal set which_ exhibited edge
power densities of 0,5,10, and 15 db below the peak power
density. These corresponded to interception efficiencies of
0,68,90, and 96 per cent (using optimal geometries) respectively.
Higher tapers (ratio of peak density to edge density) were
considered but, the results are not included here since the system
costs for the higher tapers were unfavorably high.
Figure 4 shows the trends in system scale with interception
efficiency for various fixed tapers. Note that at high
interception efficiency, very dramatic increases in T may be
required to realize a given interception efficiency if a suitable
taper is not used. These contours are similar to the Goubau
relation in Figure 2, however_ they differ in that the taper is
fixed for each contour whereas the taper varies continuously
along the Goubau relation. The need for this display will b-ecome
more apparent when the cost model is introduced in section 2.3.
i
Figure 5 shows contours of constant efficiency as -a function
of taper. Also shown is the locus 
of 
minimum T as a function
of taper. This locus, ?: P}	 is an alternative display of the
Goubau relation previously displayed in Figure 2,. 	 At lox
interception efficiency the Z required for a given interception
efficiency is relatively	 insensitive to	 taper.	 At	 high
11
interception efficiency, 98 per cent and above, the required
geometry factor, r , becomes sensitive to taper and increases
dramatically if the taper is less than that required for optimal
illumination. At intermediate efficiency, 80-96 per cent, tapers
significantly less than optimum can be used and the actual
required T would not be much different than	 rPj.
By reducing the taper below optimum an increase in
throughput power can be realized for a fixed peak transmitter
power density which may result in a decrease in the cost of
delivered ground power. Therefore, although a selected
illumination is nonoptimal with respect to antenna sizes, it may
be optimal in the sense that power costs are a minimum within the
constraint. framework.	 Tn this study, when such an illumination
is identified	 it Will	 be designated	 a	 cost	 effective
I
iillumination.
In addition to the previous comments regarding a cost
1
9
effective choice of Z', it should he made clear that many choices
of transmit/receive geometries will yield the same value of and
hence the same interception efficiency. In section 2.3 the trade
between the transmit antenna size and the receive antenna size is
i
developed in detail and will not be covered here:
2.1.2 FOCUSING AND PHASE CONTROL
it was mentioned in section 2.1.1 that a specific phase
distribution was reguirn ri in order to focus the transmitted power
12
at the receive site.	 Not mentioned, but implicit in the
r.et 'juirement for focusing, is the need for additional phase
adjustment to steer the beam onto the tartlet. Of course, a
p ortion of, this last task can be accomplished mechanically.
However, the final steering will rewire accuracies of an
arc-socond or less. At this time, it seems more appropriate to
accomplish this last task Falectronically.
FigurN 6 shows tht, per cent loss of recovered power as a
function of pointing error of the main beam.	 This data was
calculated by allowing the beam to be offset slightly and
pertorminq a two dimensional integration to establish the change
in recovered power. Obviously, this pointing precision can be
relaxed som(what by oversizing the receive antenna. However.,
this could prove to t;e very c-xpansive since tho increment in area
at large radii for a small change in radius is large.
There are proven mFthorls for accomplishing both the steering
and focusing task simultaneously (references 15, 16,17) 	 For the
purposes of this study, these methods will be grouped into two
classes, adaptive and retro-directive.
	
These terms have been
used interchangeably
	
in	 the literature	 but	 herein	 are
9j
distinguished as specified below.
The adaptive class will consist of all those methods that
perform an iteration on the improvement of antenna performance.
That is, at rejular intervals, the antenna performance and state
are measured or estiaidi-oi and adjustments are made to maximize
ORIGINAL' PAGt
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Ith(. antenna perfortuanrz given the current antenna state.
The retro-directive class will consist of all those methods
that perform a conjugation and amplification of an incident
reference beam. That is, an incident wavefront is reversed in
direction and curvature and also increased in power level. This
euethud instantaneously corrects for antenna deformations and
motion and it can compensate for some atmospheric disturbances
(references 15,16).
Retro-directive methods have been examined independently by
both JPL and Raytheon (reference 7) for feasibility as a prime
phase control method in a MPTS type system. Raytheon also
consideretl adaptive methods, as possible competitors for the
prime phase control function and also as a backup system in case
of failure of the retr.o-airectxve system.
	The key to the r.etro-directive approach is the precise	 aq
,.distribution of a phase reference to all the subarrays of the
3
transmit. antenna. JPL is investigating one distribution method
a
that essentially measures and compensates for changes in path
length of interconnecting phase reference distribution buses.
This method is similar to that demonstrated as part of the
i
supersynthesis	 radio	 telescope	 of	 the	 Dominion	 Radio
Astro p hysical observatory (reference 18) . That demonstration
achieved phase control to an accuracy of 1 degree rms over a
baseline of 60C meters. Therefore, this method has promise but
more in-depth analysis and experimentation	 is required to
y	
,
14
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ik
l	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 !	 1	 .1
determine the performance of the retro-directive and the phase
i
distribution systems operating in concert.
Frow	 the	 point of	 view of beam	 acquisition,
	 the
i
retro-directive approach seems to be the only realistic method
for performing this function. The adaptive approach requires the
beam to he within a•sensor field in order to perform the adaptive
r
	 task.	 In start-up (obviously at low beam power), the main beam
might only to pointed generally in the direction of the receive
site and will likely be very broad.
	 Given enough time and
comFutational capability it would be possible to acquire the beam
i
in the adaptive mode. on the other hand, the retro-directive
method will provide almost instantaneous beam acquisition (again,
at low beam power). After acquisition the retro-directive system
could remain functional and the adaptive system brought on line.
The adaptive system could then act as a parallel system with the
goal of improving performance or as a stand-by in case of failure
in the retro-directive system.
Another possibility with the retro-directive scheme is the
use of multiple beams (reference 15). This would allow
simultaneous distribution of power to several locations, or it
might be used to obtain beam shaping at one location. -
In section 2.3 it is shown that when the transmitter is
thermally limited, the specific cost of the system can actually
be made to decrease by simultaneously increasing the transmitter
diameter and power thr :)ughput. This effect is bounded, however,
a
3
15
by the maximum allowable peak &!nsity at the receiver. Using
multiple beams would enable the use of larger transmitters since
the peak density of the individual beams could he set below a
specified level and the total transmitted power could be several
times more than that permissible with a single beam.
Such methods have not been examined in this study but they
could be a point of departure in any future efforts.
2.1.3 ENERGY DISTRIBUTION ON TRANSMITTER
In section 2.1.1 it was shown that the optimal illuminations
have a large peak power density requirement at high interception
efficiency. The maximum possible power density on the transmit
antenna depends on several factors. In this study, the DC-RF
converters were assumed to be passively cooled. Hence, the peak
RF power density cannott exceed that obtained when the converters
d
are packed to the point where the thermal radiators touch.
Using equation (2.1.1)	 the RF power distribution can be
written as
	
,p2
	 7
	P{(f)- Ik(o) 7 l ( r)	 (2.1 .7)
3
{
i
where .pt eo) is the pr-ak power and f (r) is normalized so that
i
Figure 7 shows how the RF power is distributed for a typical
16
r.
11 [PT5 geometry. various tap.7^rs arcs included *o display the effect
of trail variable. This figure was plotted for a constant power
throughput.	 Also indicated are the maximum power densities
obtained when the thermal radiators of the DC-RF converters
1
touch. This maximum achievable RF power density is a function of
thermal radiator size which is in turn a function of the heat
rejection requirements and the assumption of passive thermal
i
control.
In reference 7 this maximum RF power density, designated
k tu6e , is given for passively-cooled DC - F.F converters:
I
2f^000 wn.tEs /tm t 4mp^i {ron
14,000 wo.{ is/rn* klysfron
r
h	 In the klystron the collector can he separate from the tube 	 {
	
bony. such a gecmerry has higher temperature capabilities than	 {
one whore the collector is integral to the tube as in the
amplitron. From this, one might expect the packing density to be
greater for the klystron, since the collector radiator can be
smaller for th(- same thermal rejection requirement. Although
i
a
	
this point is correct, preliminary calculations (reference 7)
	
j
i
x	 indicate the packing density for the klystrcn to be smaller. The
reason for this is that the Oominarlt thermal limitation is not
3	 the collector but the output cavity. The waste heat generated by
beam interception and PF power ;Iissipation as well as heat-
radiated toward the tube body trom the collector, combine to
ORIGINAL PAGE
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:lace a re-3uirement for an a-,ditional radiator to cool the tube
body which is much larger than the collector radiator. This
larger radiator is then responsible for the lower packing density
for the klystron.
It is apparent from Figure. 7 that decreasing the taper Will
decrease the peak power density and will therefore allow a
corresponding increase in power throughput. To be cost
effective, the costs incurred by increasing 7 (to maintain
interception) should be more than compensated for by the revenues
obtained with the increased throughput power, i.e. where
_ < I C Si s2P_act_ I
	
(2.1 .9)2	 c7Taper
	
0 P,goc
 a Taper
where PROC is the delivered ground power.
Alternatively,- btie could simply increase the transmitter-
diameter.	 For a fixed peak power density and 	 taper the
throughput power would increase as the square of the diameter.
To be cost effective, the costs incurred by increasing the
transmitter diameter must be more than offset by the revenues
obtained with the increased throughput power and the decrease in
receiver cost (receiver diameter 	 is	 inversely related to
i
transmitter diameter). In terms of the system derivatives, this
is stated as
2Cos	 ^C°sf s2 C 4^f ^ I
	 (2.1.14)D A f	 c7('	 R	 cl
 Pot
	
At
1R
z
9t (r) =( i ^r1 Pa^v) fcr) (2.1. 11)
^ t
Those considerations aro siscussed in greater detail in section
2.3.
One other alternative is to pursue a technology program
which will permit an increase in DC-RF converter packing density.
This could be achieved for example by increasing converter
efficiency, and/or, using improved forms of heat transfer devices
such as heat pipes. The impact of improved thermal capabilities
is evaluated parametrically in section 2.3.
Using equation (2.1.7) the thermal power distribution, V'r),
can be written as,
where 77f is the DC-RF converter efficiency.
Figure B shows the thermal power distribution for a typical
MPTS geometry.	 As discussed	 above, the	 minimum thermal
requirement is exhibited by a uniform illumination. As the taper
increases, the structure at the center of the antenna will be
subjected to a more severe thermal environment. The maximum
thermal capabilities of several materials is indicated for
comparison. These capabilities were arrived at in the Raytheon
study (reference 7) from a thermal analysis of a rectangular grid
approach to the transmitter structure. As shown, the maximum
allowable structural temperature could also place a limitation
Oil the allowable power density on the transmitter. However,
19
r 
	
O
using the same approach a., coove, the tarouLla put power can be
increased with a corres p onding rlocrease in system specific cost.
Letting the converter packing density, expresser) in terms of
RF power density, assume a general value, A t,,,. , the resultant
peak thermal load is
gt(C') (1
	 h{ice	 (2. 1. 12)^r
This thermal flux will. raise	 the temperature of the
surrounding structure. The maximum allowable temperature depends
on the material used for construction. In turn, the maximum
allowable temperature will dictate the maximum allowable thermal
flux, kmvt
	
In reference 7 this thermal flux limitation was
identified for three materials:
	
3600 	 Al n,inum
	
k {^ 3600
	
Epoxy Co."posi4es	 (2.1.13)
81OC3 L-3- S/m z R,lyiMide Cornpasi4s
Equating	 equation (2. 1 . 1 2)	 and	 k„0.} identif ies that tube
efficiency Which will permit the radiators to touch. 	 These
results are tabulated as Table II.
In reterence 7 it is suggested the amplitron has a potential
for exceeding $15 per cent efficiency and the ,klystron possibly 80
per cent. Given these efficiencies, amplitrors can be packed to
	
`	 20
r
touching, providing	 significant flexibility	 in transmitter
design.	 In contrast it appears that the klystron cannot be
packed	 to the point of	 touching, limiting somewhat	 the
flexibility of transmitter design.
Due to the uncertainty in km.t and k,.,,,, it is appropriate
to consider the possibility that either the structural-thermal or
the converter packing limitation may dominate. A suitable
non-dimensional parameter for locating this transition.is
- 
nt 4^re	 (2.1. 14 )
where for
Y> 1 tube packing dominates
Y 1- 1 structural limit dominates
	 (2.1. 15)
Given k 	 , ^i^4t , and nt the required antenna diameter and
net RI transmitted power can be related as follows:
Dt 2
	
2 - ^t P	 }^> 1
^ 7r n^ km^t
pt>2^ P	 X^1
f
(2.1. 16)
where r	 are parameters that result from calculation of the
optimal illuminations. Ap p roximations to 'these parameters are
given in Table ITT, for illuminations corresponding ` to tapers of
pp,G1J
9
0-20(lb.
	 The ratio of V- and	 is ,entically equal to the
pe:1k	 to average powc- r ratio	 tar that particular optimal
illumination. For minimum cos* at a given throughput power, the
diameter that satifies the equality Would be selected.
2.1.4 LOSSFS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSMITTER
There are many sources of power loss within a MPTS.	 The
more signific-int losses art, i.dontified and estimated in this
section. For example, K^stimates have been made (reference 7) of
power losses incurred through bussing and switch gear. The tital
loss, excluding that at the rotary Joint, is estimated to be 2.2
per cent.
Also, a preamplifi or will be required to bring the reference
signal to a lovelut t icient. to drive the first RF converter.
This is a nigh gain application ana therefore either a TWT or
klystron will be used. Th? loss contributed by this element is
given by the approximates:  relation
(1+ 7WNG77P)	 (2.1. 17)
where 72p,4 i:: a multiplying factor to be applied to overall
system efficiency, 27t is the NF converter efficiency, nP the
preamplifier efficiency, N the number of IMF converters in
cascade., acid G the power gain of the first RF converter. This
E	 loss is typically 1 per cent.
f
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The R  canv(-^rter Io-7!; PS have already been mentioned.
?t,;soci<ited with the convertors is canoth p r loss, the tilter loss.
Constraining the bandwidth of the emissions roquires a filter for
each converter and the loss is expected to be about 1-2 per cent.
The waveyuidf^ losses ar q expected to be 0.1-1 per cent.
Anoth?r loss will be the scattering losses associate) with
imperfections of the subarray :outface. For a particular subarray
it is	 not.	 economical to	 elr-ctronically	 compensate	 for
delormations or imperfections. 	 The phasinq and	 amplitude
adjustments will be made only on a subarray to subarray basis and
not within a subarray. 	 That is, the mean amplitude and phase of
each subarray will ne controllFil. Consequently, any errors within
a subarray will be uncorrected and there will be some resulting
scattering loss.
For a particular subarray the distribution of the surface
deformations is equivalent to a phase error distribution.	 For a
given rms surface error, T" , the efficiency associated with each
subarray is (reference 20),
z
= exp -I)
	 f	 (2.1.18)
This can be manipulated into a form including subarray size.
Defining, C/LSA , as the rm:s surf ace error fraction, equation
(2. 1. 18) becomes
n^- exp_ 2^l.sA	 (2.1.19)
I	 LsA^2
L^
wh-ro Ls,9 is the longth of one side of the subarray.
Current fabrication accuracies for large structures are such
that. the rms surface '-rror fraction is typically !O µ (reference
20) . It is reasonable to assume such ,accuracies can be obtained
or oxceeded for the MPTS subarrays. At a frequency of 2.45 Ghz
4
.an antenna With a 20 meter sido and 	 /0 , would have a 1 per
CE'nt scattering loss.
Choice of subarray size involves consideration of several
factor:.	 Figure 9 shows an optimization that trades phase
control cosi:s a(jainst prime powor costs. As the subarrays are
maIe larger the phasfl	 control costs decrease since fever
components	 are	 required(number	 of subarrays	 decreasing).
Elowever, with a fixe,i surface error fraction,	 the subarray
efficiency decreases	 as	 i.ts size	 increases.	 Therefore,
maintainini a constant delivered DC' power requires additional	 a
primes power which hecomes a penalty to system cost. Eventually
this penalty overrides tho decrease in phase control costs.
There is an additional inefficiency not included in this
analvsii. As the subarray size increases, the phase quantization
becomes more coarso and ;catter_inq of energy into grating lobes
occurs. This effect would cause the optimum size to be slightly
less than that shown in Figure 9.
Figure 10 shows tho sensitivity of the optimum subarray size
to unit phase control costs and prime power costs.
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other considerations determining subarray size have been
examined (reference 7). Among these are pointing accuracy
requirements and ionospheric and atmospheric turbulence. These
analyses suggest the use of a subarray less than 30 meters in
size.
It should be mentioned that the mechanical subarray and
electrical subarray need not he the same size. In fact, one
mechanical subarray may he organized as several electrical
subarrays. This allows flexibility in construction of the MPrS.
with large subarrays it is important that each subarray axis
be directed at the receive site. otherwise the contribution of
each subarray will not be a maximum and some loss will be
incurred. For a uniformly illuminated square subarray, the power
density, -p,(W), along one axis of the receive antenna is given by
j	 2
^Y (w)	 (o) 5 (W)	 (2.1.20)W
where,
{o)_- ConTri^+up'un o s i.barray 6 Axw^ powerdensity
W - TrLS14 $in 8	 (2.1.21)
a
6 = _ poin+fn9 error of Sc.barma
For a 20 meter antenna at 2.45 Ghz, the ratio pr(W)/p,-(0) can he
made to exceed 0.99 provided 0 is controlled to better than 1 min
25
.M..'
of arc. This requirement varies inversely with Ls,,
To be exact, one would have to account for the correlation
between the pointing errors of all the subarrays before one could
compute the exact losses due to subarray misalignment.	 However,
for the purposes of this .study, the above a r► al}p sis will be used
to estimate required pointing accuracies.	 ...,. ,
Even with this approximation, it is clear that for large
subarrays some fora of mechanical adjustment will be required to
position each subarray. Further, this adjustment will likely be
required at regular intervals. For subarrays approaching 20
meters, some form of auto-track should be included for each
subarray. Very .little would be added in the way of complexity
since electrically driven positioners and receivers for the
reference beam	 would be	 required anyway to perform	 the
retro-directive function.
Previously, the loss due to surface imperfections of the
subarrays was discussed. The same analysis appli?s to the random
phase errors which will occur between subarrays. The
retro-directive system will remove the major errors. However,
the residual errors due t. o, errors in distribution of the
reference, aging and thermal cycling of components, etc, will
contribute significant losses.
At this time, only estimates can be made of these residual
4i
	 errors.	 These estimates depend on the phase control system
assumed, Estimates of phase control accuracies of 10 degrees and
POORM
15 degrees rms have been madc for particular retro-directive and
adaptive schemes respectively (reference 7) .
Using equation (2.1.18) and replacing the quantity in
parenthesis with the rms radian phase error for each case, the
losses would be 3 per cent and 6.6 per cent for the respective
phase control schemes. These are considered optimistic at this
time and technology development is required to insure such
accuracies can be obtained.
Another loss will be incurred by quantizing the amplitude
and phase distribution. However, 5 -10 quantization steps are
sufficient to remove the associated losses as a significant
factor (reference 7)
Since the retco-directive	 system will accomplish beam
steering electronically, some flexibility is obtained regarding
i
mechanical pointing control of the transmitter. Tf the subarrays
are mechanically aligned by means of auto-track systems, then i
squint losses would not be significant even if the mechanical
l
pointing of the transmitter was relaxed to 1 degree. 	 Beyond
this, the subarrays would begin to shadow one another and the
losses in this regime have not been estimated.
i
Alternatively, if the subarrays were positioned only at very
infrequent intervals,	 then the	 pointing accuracy	 of the
transmitter must be that required of the individualvi-dual subarrays as
defined above. i.e. about 1 arc-min. This appears readily
achievable so that either option would be available.
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2.1.5 LOSSES DUE To roNOSPHERE AND ATMOSPHERE
Generally, atmospheric attenuation becomes more severe as
frequency is increased above 1 Ghz. When effects of rain are
included, this attenuation can be severe indeed.
Figure 11 shows the expected atmospheric losses for various
rain rates. clearly the atmosphere would tenet to force the
system to the lower frequencies. However, another effect,
polarization loss, has the opposite trend with frequency.
The polarization effect can be avoided by using circularly
polarized transmit and rec?ive elements, but the current concept
of MPTS uses linear polarization.
It mould be possible to calculate _a frequency for minimum
loss due to these two effects. However, such a calculation Would
ignore other spectral users. Therefore, the effects of the
atmosphere and ionospher? will impact the frequency selection for
an MPTS in only a macroscopic sense. The specific assignment
will probably be based on minimizing impact to other spectral
users.
For this study 2.45Ghz was selected as a nominal system
•	
-	 ja
frequency simply as a focal point. This trequency is low enough 	 1
to obtain good atmospheric transmission (>98 per cent) (reference
21,22), high enough for minimal polarization losses (<0.5 per
cent)	 (reference 22,23), and coincides	 with the microwave
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industrial/medical frnqu^^ncy assignment (minimum spectral impact)
and appears to be a cost-offec:tive assignment (see section
2.3.4).
Potentially, the peak power density in the ionosphere could
be sufficient to cause nonlii:ear. Effects (reference 22) . At this
time it is not clear what significance these phenomena will have.
Ionospheric modification experiments have been performed at HF
(reference 28) and significant physical changes observed. For
example, heating the ionosphere with HF emissions near the plasma
frequency has produced regions highly reflective to HF as Well as
other frequencies including UHF. In addition, this HF heating
has produced other effects such as small scale ( 3 meter)
electron density fluctuations.
Preliminary analyses of the MPTS application (reference 7)
indicate that a power density of 230 watts/m (typical for MPTS)
in the ionosphere at 2.45 GHz will produce similar effects.
However, these analyses also indicate these effects will not
significantly degrade the beam. These conclusions should not be
regarded as final, however. Ionospheric modification and its
effects on the beam and environment are likely to be a continual
issue.	 Also, if one were interested in a demonstration of
insignificance of ionospheric effects, a question would arise as
to whether the test must be performed at 2.45 GFiz or whether it
would be sufficient to do the test at HF. Costs for HF testing
are expected to be less since less dower would be needed. It is
not clear that current theory can resolve such q uestions.
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The, rF l, tOr0,	 it seems ipprop via L(f	 to support more theor?tical
development- and possibly mor.f, vxperimontal work to augment the HF
tests.
2.1.6	 RF1 IMPACT
When transmitting gigawatts of power, the power density in
sidelobes in(' grating lobes can be significant.	 In principal,
those densities can he adjusted to nearly any level. However,
this adjus tin ent	 has a direct	 impact on system cost and
performance. That is, the lower the sidelobe level the greater
the peak to average power ratio on the transmit antenna and,
consequently, the lower the achievable throughput power. Also
the lower the grating lobe level, the greater the complexity of
the transmit antenna resulting in an increase in assembly and
cote onont cost. These levels will be adjusted to fall below
a
some, currently unspecified, limit. Therefore, these limits will
have a significant impact on system costs.
i
For the purposes of this study peak ground power densities
as high as 1000 watts/m 2 were	 considered for the on-axis
radiation. For the sic elob q s, peak densities as high as 1 watt/m4
were considered.	 Access to near sidelobes was assumed to he
s
controlled by a protective fence.
As was mentioned in section  2.1.4 imperfections in the phase
control system and imperfections in the subarrays Will cause a
scattering loss. This energy will appear as a'relatively diffuse
4	
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power pattern about the main beam. For MPTS, the greater portion
	
of this scattering will be due to errors in phase and amplitude 	
j
control. Tf one were to assume the N subarrays to be identical
and onl y the mean amplitude and phase of each subarray was
controlled, the expected power pattern at the receive site would
have the form (reference 24)
	
(X., Y.) 	 4TMt I- G^w,y)exP(-o-^`)+[1-eXP(-OIbz)]Gsn(X.,Y.) +
	K z Gswcxo,Y.	 (2.1. 22)
where,
GCX.,y.)= OUera-11 LLrray c3atn	 mean illaminalior%
Gs.(X.,Y.)= S ubar ral gain
	
P{ = Mean power )n iflurninahbn -F+eld	 (2.1.23)
G-^ Z = Mean square phas& error
K 2= FYac{ionat mean s que,G an"P)"IUje error
This equationwas arrived at by using an analysis similar to
	
that used in reference 19 and reference 25. 	 However, because of
the quantization of the aperture and assuming no correlation of
the randcm errors between suoarrays, the resulting equation was
considerably simpler.
The first term is simply the power pattern that would result
if there were no phase or amplitude errors, but, decremented by
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an exponential factor which depends on the rms phase error. The
first term is also known as the diffraction pattern. Added to
this pattern are two terms which can be interpreted as scattered
power.
In the second and third 	 terms the pattern shape is
controlled by the subarray size through the factor Gs,, (x, , y, ) . It
can be shown that this factor is the subaperture gain and is
given by,
Gb,Y.) A Tt	 sil ( ^ z xa^ s in a CiT s^ Yel
	
v A /	 (2. 1.24) J
r
i
Therefore, the resulting power density pattern is the sum of
a diffraction pattern, controlled by the large- array, and two
scattered patterns shaped by the subarray. The form of these two
latter terms is equivalent to one subarray driven by the total
's
scattered power, PS , given by
L
P = [1 + KZ - -xp(--0#`)^ Pt	(2. 1.25)
3
Figure 12 shows how these component patterns combine to
r
produce an overall radiated pattern for a typical MPTS geometry.
It may not be apparent in equation (2,1.22), but any mean or
deterministic quantization is not considered an error.	 The
process used to calculate the error free pattern should account
for the guantization of the aperture. Equation (2.1.22) is used
32
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to account for the random errors about this mean pattern,
whatever form the mean pattern might take.
In areas remote from the receive site these scattered fields
can exceed the diffraction pattern. Therefore, in estimating
interference impact, the scattered pattern should be used to
determine affected spectral users within the MPTS assigned
	 46^.
bandwidth. As currently envisoned, there will be no spectral
users operating communication services or radio astronomy within
the band assigned to the MPTS. However, it is expected that
there will be users with such applications near the MPTS
assignment. For these users, the; out-of-band interference is of
interest.
The BF emissions
the transmitted referen
processing this signal
The degraded signal to
modulation which can
-jrPatest offenders will
from each subarray will be coherent with
.e signal. However, each device used for
will degrade the signal to noise ratio.
noise ratio can result in residual phase
generate otf frequency components. The
he the DC-RF converter..
With gigawatts of power being transmitted, the noise
emissions associated with that transmission can be significant.-
The DC-RF converters currently being considered are estimated
(reference 7) to have noise levers of -1301b /liz
 and -150db/Hz for
the amplitron and klystron	 respectively.	 How this noise
radiates and impacts other spectral users de pends on how the
radiating elements are excited and ho w much 	 filtering is
OPrGT116' 
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^nco) = -Ir Q (N+1)(ZN +I) D{ Pn
4$)) Z z (2.1.26)
K.,.
providod.
For this study, tiro convt-LtQrs were assumed to be driven in
a cascade arrangemQnt.
For the cascaded amplitrons, two possible 	 models for
estimating noise impact are discussed in Appendix A. 	 The model
used faL this study predicts a radiated noise power density,
Pn ( 0 ) , of
where R is the noise power produced by each of the converters
and4 <1 is a factor which accounts for partial coherency of the
noise source;. That is, in a series cascade of converters, the
output noise of one tube will excite the input of the following
converter and cause a partially coherent noise component to
appear at the out put (this argument is made clearer when the
model in Appendix A is examined). The coherence is only partial
since there is a finite separation between converters. There is
a correspondence between spatial correlation lengths and time
correlation lengti► s.	 Not knowing exactly how the converters
would be arranged nor the precise noise Properties of the
converters some assumptions regarding correlation must be made.
As a wc;rst case of coherence (as regards interference) , it
will be assumed the convertors are very close in proximity and
A =1.	 The ampiitron will be treated as a 5kw RF device having a
3u
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bandwidth of 20Mhz and -130db/[iz nois y: level.	 In-band noise
levels for different cascade configurations arc- tabulated in
Table IV.	 Compare these with the CCTR reccomendations of
-1883bW/m%Hz for satellite to earth emissions.	 Given the above
amplitron and assuming a	 filter on each device having a
24db/octave rolloff away from	 1OMhz, the required spectral
assignment would span approximately 3 octaves or SOMhz for a 20
tube cascade configuration. 	 However, this is only for proximity
to one class of service. The required spectral assignment for
proximity to several typical services is given in Table V. At
the expense of greater losses a more narrow bandwidth filter
could he used to reduce the spectral impact.
At this time, data on harmonic generation of MPTS type
amplitrons and klystrons is not available.	 However, Table vi
(reference 26) provides data on harmonic levels for typical
devices used' in ground applications.
The magnetron is similar to the amplitron in operation and
is oaten used to infer amplitron characteristics. Consequently,
for lack of better information, these levels for the magnetron.
will _ be assumed indicative of what might be expected of an
amplitron.
To estimate the radiation pattern for each of tlr:? harmonics,
equation (2.1.22) can be used. It remains to estimate the mean
square phase error, mean square amplitude error, and region of
complete coherence for each harmonic.
3
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it is conceivable that if all the converters were identical
•r oil installed in i lentical waveguide circuits, ac-, in MPTS, their
harmonic outputs might be coherent. The fundamental of each
converter is, by design, coherent with the reference signal.
Each converter nonlinearity results in harmonics with a fixed
phase relationship with the fundamental. Since the fundamental
is coherent. over the array, then the harmonics could,
conceivably, be coherent. If the rnonlinearity of each converter
is identical and not significantly affected by the small
variations in the circuit in which it is placed, then there is a
very good chAnce that this could occur.
However, It i s eXpecte`3 that small differences in converters
and their circuits will introduce random deviations from this
trend.	 It seems reasonable, though, to assume that partial
coherency of the harmonics would occur.
Lf there were complete coherence over a subarray, then the
mean square phase error for harmonic n, 0-„# , would be,
zC = rlr
where OjoZ is the mean square phase error of the fundamental.
The mean square amplitude error for the harmonics is
expected to be considerably larger than that for the fnndamt:^ntal.
In Table Vi the range on the harmonic level for various harmonics
was shown.	 For example, with the magnetron, the range on the
harmonic	 level for the 2nd, 3rd, and uth	 harmonics was
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^I)prc>ximat(^ly 50dt+. 	 Unfortunately, the citr a d reference did not
indicate if these variations were for identical magnetrons in
identical waveguide circuits.
As a "worst case" (regarding interference) this Study
assumed that the amplitude variation of the harmonics vas
proportional to that of the fundamental and that the fractional
change in the harmonics was no more than one order of magnitude
larger than that of the fundamental. That is,
Kn= 10 K	 (2.1.27)
where
	
}tn
	 is the rms variation in the tlth harmonic. Also, it
was assumed that complete coherence of the harmonics existed over
each 5ubarray. Then ^guation (2.1.22)	 for the Nth harmonic
becomes,
^nCxo,Y.2 = Pn 4	 n (x-, Y.) exP C C►1gs) + C 1 4 K" — exP 64 )I Gs^n Cxb,ro) ^	 2 1. 28)
where,
^^ = Mean Harmonor Power /n	 -Field al
harmonic n.
kn = ivrac4fonal mean square, amP li44df error ai
harmo"O'c :+1.
(2.1..29)
GSA n = Subwrra ,j 9 ain e.f hnrmon;c n.
G n	 large array 9ofn a4 Harm-nic rl.
It is expected that the frequency'11epondent characteristics
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of the converter filters and slotted waveguide will reduce the
harmonic	 content	 consid( ra.k)ly.	 However,	 without.	 being
specifically designed for harmonic rejection, the reduction is
expected to be no more than 60-80db.
Using tha stated assumptions and the data in Table VI, the
interference level for harmonics through the Sth are tabulated in
.W-E. A
Table	 VII for	 a	 typical MPTS geometry. 	 In each case,
calculations are made at the first sidelobe of the scattered
field.	 The calculations	 assume the converter filter and
waveguide provide 80db rejection of the harmonics, a rms phase
error of 10 degrees at the fundamental, a rms amplitude error of
5 per cent at the fundamental, and that equations (2.1.26) and
(2.1.27) as well as the data of Table VI apply.
	
Previously, it was mentioned that the CCIR recommended 	 J
I
interference level for satellite to earth communications was 1
k
188dbw/m1/Hz. Therefore, in a Miz bandwidth this recommendation
a
is -152dbW/4 It can be seen from Table VTI, that only the
fundamental is sufficient for interference with this service.
However, for radio astronomy, the typical interference level is
240dbW/m^/Hz.	 To avoid interference with this application,
^a,.7ditional filtering may be required for each harmonic. At this
	time, it is uncertain how accurate the estimates in Table VII 	 a
i
might be. However, this data indicates that 10-40db of
additional filtering of each harmonic may be required, assuming
80(ib would already be provided by the fundamental filter and
waveguide circuitry.
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2.2	 ? E"EIVEP
As currently envisoned, the MPTS receiver or rectenna will
consist of an array of dipoles, each with a rectifying diode and
filter circuit, with the dimensicns of the array nominally
9km x 13km. Means will be provided for interconnecting all the
rectifying circuits to yield higli voltage DC suitable for
interconnects to DC utility grids or perhaps some form of high
Efficiency conversion for interconnects With AC utility grids.
Tests have been male b y JPL at the NASA-JPL complex at
noldstone, Calif. to evaluate this torm of RF-DC conversion. A
recent test at JPL (ref(---, rence 2) on a prototype array recovered
up to 30.4 Kw at a distance of 1.54km. This was a small scale
test, by design, so that the rectenna did not 	 fill the
transmitted beam.	 The	 conversion efficiency was therefore
inferred from field measurements over the surface of the
r.ectenna. The calculations indicate a maximum efficiency of
about 80 per cent was obtained. Recent measurements at Raytheon
(reference 1) using an improved rectenna realized a DC-DC
transmission efficiency of 54 per cent and a recovery'of 495
watts. The calculated efficiency for the improved rectenna was i
85 per cent.
For the purposes of this study, a frequency dependent model
for rectenna efficiency was used (reference 7) and is given by
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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There if; also an efficiency dependency on power
Figure 11 shows the results of measurements made by
giving conversion efficiency as a function of power
This variation was not accounted for in this study. Instead, the
rectenna efiiciencv was assumed constant over the receive array
and given b y equation (2.2.1) .
It was also assumed that the receive array was surrounded by
a protective fence so that only authorized personal could enter.
The fence was sized so that the flux outside it was equal to or
less than 1 watt/m2
It is reasonable to assume that the maximum power density on
.axis will be subject to environmental regulation. Details on the
imt,art of such regulations appear in section 2.3.
There are alternatives to the dipole-diode receiver scheme.
For exautple„ it is conceivable to use high claim ror_eive elements
and 'nigh power converters for this application. g owever, it will
be ditticult to providc, hiqh power tube type converters that will
match the proven etficiency of the rectenna element. 	 Tf,
nowc^ver, the peak power density is restricted to lower power
levels than examined in this study, high gain receivers may be
/Cr = 1. 92 - exp 60?_Z-f) , F e G 6 N
where f. is system frequenc y in GHz.	 At 2. L45Gfl2, ti
predicts an efficiency of 86 per cent.
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required.
Since th,: power on the rectenna tapers off to low values at
the edge, it may be dPsir.-iblc , to use high gain elements in this
region. The diode converter could be driven by several dipoles
interconnected as a phased array. This array must not be too
large or pointing losses will cancel the gain advantages offered
by the array (auto-tracking r.E-ceive elements would be much too
costly). The maximum array size can be determined from equation
(2.1.20) and the vxpect^, d station-keeping error for the orbital
system.
Figure 14 shows the maximum phased array size as a function
of station-keeping error for 1 and 2 per cent pointing error
loss.	 The station-keeping accuracy of the orbital system is
expected to be no better than one degree to avoid excessive
propellant resupply. Therefore, the maximum aperture size of any
rectifying phased arrays can he no larger than aO-50 cm on a
side.
	
with 0.62X spacing of the dipoles this would permit
arraying approximately 5x5 or 25 elements therefore providing an
increase in tha power del.iverki(i to a single diode by a factor of
25.
Shieldin g the rPctenna from thF environment is Essential but
must he done with care.	 Figure 15 shows the transmission
offieiency of a wet ra,lome for various frequencies as a function
of water layer thickness (rofe•rence 27) . This would indicate
+ h a t	 rad on, es would	 be	 Lin satisItactory from an efficiency
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viewpoint. It would be, appropriate to experimentally determine
dielectric or conductive coatings or other means of protecting
the rectenna elements to insure tong life and efficiency.
2.3 CAPI TAL COSTS
2.3.1 COST MODEL
In section 2.1.1 it was mentioned that there were many
combinations of transmitter and receiver sizes that would provide
the same interception efficiency. There is an inverse
relationship between the two antenna diameters as shown in Figure
16 for various interception efficiencies. This relation shows
that if one used a 1 Km transmitter then one could obtain 80-98
per cent interception by using receivers of diameter 8.2-12.5 Km.
Of course, either a smaller or larger transmitter could be used
with a corresponding inverse change in receiver diameter.
To determine the best combinations of antenna sizes, this
study made use of a cost model which is essentially the same as
that suggested by Raytheon (reference 7). The model is developed
in detail in Appendix B. Using this model, the total system cost
can be Written as,
ost = FiA,.+F,A,+F3 P-,	 +F*PRoc+Fs-	 (2.3.1)
where A. is the transmit antenna area, A. is the beam area normal
to the beam axis at the receive site, PR,, is the delivered
3
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ground DC power, and F 1 -H5 giro Nxpr(-SSions involving system
parameters and are defined in Appendix R.
When optimizing system cost, it is appropriate to consider
the optimization of the ratio,
ri S cost
Pokoc
This ratio, the system specific cost. in `6/kw, is given by
F A t +F A  t rs-)IPRx + F3 Pex. + F,^	 (2.3. 2)
2.3.2 OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM CAPITAL. COST WIT H NO
CONSTRAINTS
When there are no constraints, it is possible to use
equation (2.3.2) for system specific cost and optimize system
parameters to minimize system r.ost. This model has minima with
respect to some parameters such as;
1) Transmit :antenna area (and hence rectenna ar(,a)
2) 9iiharray sizz (.qp e s-ctic:n 2. 1.4)
3) Beam efficiency
4) Frequency
other minima exist but are not included here.
There are other parameters for which the model exhibits no
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minima. Examples of these parameters are:
1) Total delivered DC power at receiver, PpD,
2) Peak power density at the receive site, pr(0)
3) Transportation and assembly costs
4) Prime power costs
System specific costs monotonically decrease as PRO,	 and peak
power density increases. System specific cost decreases almost
directly with transportation and assembly costs and prime power
costs. This is primarily the result of these costs being the
dominant system costs.
with no constraints other than constant PRor.	 equation
(2.3.2) can be minimized with respect to transmit antenna area
with the result
^tPr ,1z 2	 (2.3.3)
where the ratio Fz /Fl is essentially the ratio of rectenna costs
a
to 'transmitter costs (excluding prime power costs)
This derivation made use of equation (2.1.2) to relate At
and A,. Therefore, 	 (2.3.3) indirectly identifies an optimum
rectenna area_.
Since equation	 (1. 3.2)	 monotonically	 decreases	 with
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increasinq PRoc , no optimum Paoc exists other than P*,,-s oo	 The
asymptote which system specific cost approaches is
r(PRO< m) = Fµ	 (2.3.4 )
The peak power density, p r (0), at the receive site can be
related to the delivered DC power with the expression,
PrC0) =	 AE Pnoc.	 z	 (2.3.5)
-RB.t nr (X z J )
where nr is the rectenna collection and conversion efficiency and
7?4m is the beam efficiency corresponding to the system geometry.
Substituting equation (2.3.5) into 	 (2.3.2) the system
specific cost as a function of peak power density is given by
F = F4 1-p Co) + F7/ ,(o) f F+	 (2.3 . 6 )
where,
F^= (Ft Ai +FzAr +2s)At	 (2.3.7)
^sM 77r ^.t ^ ,f )
F, _	 F. Af •h
^^r rlr 71 '`.,	 (2.3.8)
t1
Now the system specific cost, as modeled by equation
(2.3.6), decreases monotonically with pr(0) .	 Therefore, no
optimum is exhibited by this model other than the case where
P r (0)"00 for which
Ff.
These trends for 4, Pr(0), and PR,, are shown for no constraints	 —
in Figures 17, 18, and 19.
Figure 17 shows the system relative cost as a function of
ground power density for various levels of delivered DC ground
power. In calculating the relative cost, the specific cost in
$/Kw of a 5Gw space power station with the reference cost
parameters given in Appendix C was used as a normalization
factor. The variation in peak density is generated for a fixed
DC ground power by varying the transmit antenna area from 1/2 to
2 times optimum (no constraints) .	 Also shown is the locus of
minimum system	 specific cost.	 The	 locus approaches the
asymptote, F,y,, as peak density increases. Note that very little
is gained by increasing the power density above 300-500 watts /m2
or increasing the delivered DC power above 8-10 Gw. This
conclusion is sensitive to costs of prime power, assembly, and
transportation.	 An indication of this sensitivity is giveii in 	 3
Figure 18. System costs are shown as a function of power density
for various rectenna cost assumptions. Peak power densities that
are optimum for each recten.na coat level are indicated.
Figure 19 shows the system specific cost as a function of
Itransmit antenna diameter for various levels of delivered DC
ground power. Note that, for no constraints, the optimum antenna
diameter is the same for all power levels. The locus of minima,
for the particular geometry shown, passes through approximately 1
Km diameter. Also it was found that this optimum was relatively
insensitive to assumptions regarding costs. Figure 20 shows this
sensitivity for a 4:1 range of power and transportation costs.
Note the diameter only changes by about 20 per cent.
2.3.3 OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM CAPITAL COST WITH CONSTRAINTS
When constraints such as maximum thermal loading of the
transmit antenna structure, maximum converter packing, or peak
allowable flux density are included, system optimization can
change radically.
As the delivered DC ground power is increased, for fixed A4,
the peak power on the transmit antenna will eventually be limited
by the maximum converter 'packing density, or, the waste heat from
the converters will raise the structural temperature to its rated
limit. At this point more throughput power can be realized only
if the transmit antenna is made larger than the unconstrained
►
optimum.
it is shown in Appendix B that the system specific cost, A+,
and the peak allowable power density on the transmit antenna can
be related as
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Fe + 	Ft	 F^°	 + .. R. 4 F* 	 (2.3.9 )
A;'rih.,	 A+ r4-	 A3 ^	 t"-
where pr, , is the maximum allowable power density on the transmit
antenna, F* is defined in Appendix D, and
	
77, rj- naar	 (2.3. 10)
Fs C tr/.F)ZF9 -	 y^	 (2.3. 11)
n^ )?,f Y&M
Fo 71r nx Rom
	
Fl,' 
nr 71i^  1Ite+	 (2.3. 13) j
The RF efficiency in (2.3.13) , 	 includes effects of phase
errors, subarray losses, pointing losses, and atmospheric loss.
i
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Equation	 (2.3.9) indicates	 the system specific	 cost
decreases monotonically with transmit antenna area when the
system is thermally constrained. Therefore, no optimum exists
other than the extreme, A{-+oo . However, since equation Q.3.9)
assumes the throughput poweris increasinq as the antenna area is
increasing, the peak power density at the receive site will rise1
very rapidly with transmit antenna diameter. At some point, the
peak ground	 density will equal some, as yet unspecified,
biological limit.
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when the system is constrained to a particular peak power
density at the receiver, throughput power can be increased only
if the transmit antenna is made smaller.
it is shown in Appendix H that the system specific cost, At,
and the peak allowable power density at the receive site, p
►^.c ,
can be related as
	
F,Z
^w.I + F,3 p^ ^'"	 f-^ f	 (2.3.14 )r	 J:)
where,
Fz
F3	
v1
	
nr i[OM	 (2.3.15 )
	
_	 Fs
F„	 ??,g,, 77, (x7-.F)
   a
	
(2.3.16 )
F,
	
f^. _ ^'le„77, (^^ g)z	 (2.3. 17)
_	 1
fis = FZ
nr rr,M	(2.3. 1 e)
For a fixed peak power density,p b;., , equation (2.3. 14) i
G	
indicates system specific cost monotonically increases with
	
transmit antenna area. 	 Therefore, no optimum exists other than
the trivial case, Ate o. This equation was derived assuming the
C
thrcughput power would increase as the antenna area decreases,
Therefore, the peak power density on the transmit antenna will
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rise very rapidly as the antenna area is decreased. Eventually,
a thermal limit will be encountered.
With either the biological or thermal constraints alone, A{
has no optimum value.	 However, taken together, the 	 two
constraints do yield an optimum A t for certain geometries.
Figure 21 shows the system specific costs for both the
thermally limited case and the biologically limited case.	 The
thermally limited contours are shown for three values of thermal
capability which span estimates of structural and converter
packing limits. The contours for limits on peak receiver power
density are also shown for three values. The level of 100
watts/m z is currently accepted as a level of continuous exposure
in the U.S. Although not shown, 2700 watts/m2
 would be on the
order of that used in microwave ovens.
Whatever these constraints might be, the minimum cost system
is obtained when it is designed to achieve the thermal and
biological limits simultaneously. Using the lower range on
thermal capability a 5 Gw system would require about a 1 Km
transmitter and Would produce about 270 watts/m2 at the center of
the receiver. This is higher than the continuous level, but
should be acceptable since this only occurs in a restricted area.
Outside the protected area the density would drop below 1
watt/mz
At each intersection the optimum transmit antenna area that
satisfies both constraints is given by (Appendix B)
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It was mentioned in section 2.1.1 that for high interception
efficiency, the system scale, as indicated by 'r , can be very
large. The effect on the required transmitter diameter,
including thermal constraints, is shown for a 5GW system in
Figure 22.
The required transmitter diameter is shown as a function of
beam interception efficiency for various tapers. Note the slope
discontinuities of the 10 and 15 db contours. These
discontinuities indicate a shift to a thermally limited system
which forces the transmitter diameter to actually increase as the
interception decreases.
Also note that each contour Lises very rapidly above some
interception fraction. These breaks correspond to interception
of sidelobes and are geometrically as well as cost inefficient.
The thermal condition at the low values of interception is forced
by requiring a fixed	 4olivered DC	 ground	 power,	 while
simultaneously	 decreasing	 the	 system	 efficiency.	 This
combination of constraints forces the peak power density on the
transmit antenna to equal +he maximum allowable at the break
points. And, as discussed in section 2.3.3, the required antenna
diameter increases to allow the higher transmitted power demanded
by the decreasing interception efficiency	 and constant Dc
delivered ground power.
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In the thermally constrained ranee, the rectenna diameter
must decrease rapidly since these two diameters are inversely
related for a given interception efficiency.
Increasing the system scale, of course, increases system
cost. Doy,-inning on the power level and system parameters, these
increased costs may or may not be balanced by the increase in
system efficiency.
Figure. 23 shows the system specific coasts for a thermally
constrained system as a function of interception efficiency for
various tapers. As in Figure 22, these data are for a 5GW
system.
System costs rise at low interception efficiency, for a
fixed delivered ground power, because a greater prime power is
required for the same delivered ground power. Also, because of
the thermal constraints encountered, the costs will experience an
additional rise since the antenna diameter is larger than
optimum. At higher interception, the costs rises because system
scale and microwave costs increase much more rapidly than the
modest increase in power interception. All the previous figures
were generated for a 5 db taper and 90 percent interception.
Actually, as can be seen here, the cost contours have a very
broad minimum With the lowest cost occuring for the combination
of 10 db taper and 93 per cent interception. 	 The difference
between the two cases is relatively insignificant. Therefore
either would be acceptable. It can be seen in Figure 22 that the
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required transmitter diamet e r is the same as the unconstrained
optimum in both cases.
These results are sensitive to the assumptions regarding the
costs of	 prime power, transportation, and assembly.	 This
sensitivity is illustrated in Table VIII.. Minimum cost
parameters are p resented for both 5 and 10 db illuminations. The
corresponding cost advantage of the 10 db contour is indicated in
the lasr_ column. If the cast parameters are low so that the
microwave system dominates total system 	 cost,	 the system
optimizes at low interception and	 small values of taper.
Conversely, if the microwave system is not a significant cost
factor, the system optimizes at high interception and large
values of taper.
With a 10 Gw system the system specific costs vary as shown
in Figure 24. Again, above some interception fraction .system
costs rise rapidly for each contour. However, the rise is less
dramatic in this case sinc:-^ the microwave system is less of a
factor in total system costs. For the 1OGw system specific costs
optimize for the combination of 10 db taper and _95 per cent
interception.
For the 1OGW case the system specific costs optimize for the
combination of 10db tamer and 95 per cent beam efficiency. This
"	 cost is about 10 per cent loss than the 5GW system.
The data in Figures 22, 23, and 24 are shown for the
combination of amplitron converters, 	 aluminum structure, a
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southwest location, and a froquency of 2.45G11z. Other geometries
were not included here because this combination appears to be the
lowest technical risk combination at this time.
2.3.4 COST CONSIDERATIONS IN FREQUENCY SELECTION
If there were no thermal or biological constraints and if
the atmosphere Were lossless at all frequencies, the best
transmission frequency, from the viewpoint of minimizing cost.,
would be the highest that technology would allow. Such a
strategy would minimize the size of both the receiver and
transmitter and hence the required capitalization to construct
the microwave system. However, upon introducing constraints into
the analysis, the applicable frequency range is narroi+ed to 1-5
GH.z.
In Figure 25 the required transmitter diameter as a function
of frequency is shown for various received DC power levels.
Without constraints, the transmitter diameter decreases with
frequency as shown by the lower curve decreasing from left to
right. This curve represents the locus of the optimum
transmitter diameter for an unconstrained system (section 2.3.2).
As the diameter decreasesthe peak transmitter power density
increases (for a fixed throughput. power) . 	 The curves branching
from this locus indicate the frequency where the resulting a
thermal lilac] equals the maximum allowed by the selected
structural technology (3600 watts /m2 was assumedfor this case).
The diameter continues to rise beyond this point in order to
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support the required increase in transmitter power to offset the
decreasing efficiency of the atmosphere and subsystems.	 As
indicated, at 2.45GHz,	 a 5Gw	 system would	 lie on	 the
unconstrained contour anti would have a	 0.99Km transmitter
diameter.
The impact of thermal constraints on system specific cost is
indicated in Figure 26. Again, a peak thermal load of 3600
watts/m was assumed.	 For each throughput power	 the cost
initially decreases with frequency, consistent with the
decreasing system scale. Howevet i subsystem inefficiencies and
atmospheric losses combined with the thermal constraint on
minimum transmitter size cause a reversal of this decreasing
trend. The result is a series of minima which depend on the
throughput power. For a 5GW system the minimum cost occurs very
near 2.45 GHz and this has been selected as a reference point for
the previous and succeeding cost comparisons.
It. was mentioned in section 2.3.3 that system specific costs
continually decrease With throughput power (a± a particular
frequency) even with a thermally limited transmitter. This trend
is also indicated here. it was also mentioned in that section
that the limit on this treni is the peak allowable poker density-
at the receiver. And it was shown that the minimum cost system
was realized when the cransm.tter_ and receiver_ power densities
were simultaneously set at their maximum allowable values.
Pr	 a objective i _ , nd t
	
For a System design . i with much	 n	 aectly	 n -mi , he
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system throughput power wo ,ild very with frequency as shown in
Figure 27.	 The trends .ire indicated for various receiver peak
power lensiti.es.	 The reference 5GW system at 2.45 GHz is
indica*ed, having a peak receive power density of 230 watts/mt
The minimum cost throughput power rises vary rapidly below 2.45
GHz.
Using the same strategy, the impact on system cost is shown
in Figure 28, again for various peak receiver power densities.
These curves suggest that the best frequency is the lowest
possible tr_oquency, in Apparent contradiction to the previous
(development.
The fact is, the unconstrained and constrained systems do
have opposite trends with frequency. However, it is important to
note that the cost advantage of operating below 2.45 GHz is small
for a given peak receiver power density. Therefore, it seems
2.45GHz is a reasonable selection from a cost viewpoint as well
as from a spectrum impact viewpoint (see section 2.1.6) .
2.4 FNFRGY PAYBACK
ror systems of this scale, it is appropriate to consider
whether the energy payback justifies system production. 	 A
Preliminary analysis was made to estimate the payback of one 5PS.
The rat.ionale on which this estimate was based was that
energy input varied directly with the mass of the system., Thus
there are two principal contributors to energy input. The first
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is tho F^nergy to proce.,s snit iabri.cate tho mas;> of material for
the SPS structures, comporlonts and Iovices. The second
contributor is the energy to manufacture the propellant required
to u13ce the S p s in geosynchr_onous orbit. 	 The assumptions used
to scope thA propellant requirr^ments are in Tablo IX.
The energy cost to orocess materials is given in Table X.
Cost of fabrication was assumed to be one-half the cost of
processing the raw material. The cost of the receiving antenna
is based on a material den:,ity of 4.5 Kg/m2 for structure,
reflecting screen, conductors and antenna elements.
The resulting aptsortion:nent of system mass is given for a
SPS with a 1Km transmitter in Table XI. It is interesting to
note that for this choice of transmitter size, the majority of
total system mass is in the rocr-,iver.
All these factors can be incorporated into an energy cost
model which is virtually identical k•o that developed for dollars
cost in section 2.3.	 Consequent!A,, one would expect system
energy cost to be sensitive to transmitter size as was the case
whom accounting for dollars.
Figure 29 shows this effect for several delivered power
levels. The energy expPndei in p lacing one SPS into operation is
exrr--csod ::is a fraction of the total_ energy recovered assumming a
30 year life time. Also shown is the period for payback of this
energy.
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Two factors are not puortny.	 First, the payback period is
relatively small even for a large range of transmitter sizes.
Secondly, there is an optimum transmitter size, significantly
larger than that based on dollars (1Km), which minimizes the
payback period. However, as airPady mentioned, the payback
period is relatively insensitive to transmitter size.
This conclusion is only preliminary since several tactors
were not in! uded in the analysis. Sources of energy input that
	
were not considered for this estimate are: Processing and 	 i
fabrication scrap factors; materials processing and fabrication
of launch vehicles, orbital assembly devices and stations, spare
or backup power source, and ground support equipment	 and a
facilities; receivinq antenna site preparation and erection;and
items related to routine operation and maintenance.
I	 ^
3.) CONCLUSIONS
3.1 MODELING RESULTS
In the conduct of this study it quickly became apparent that
system specific cost should be the primary motivation for system 	
....
optimization. Several parameters can be selected in a way which
minimizes system specific cost.
An optimum transmit antenna can be derived which minimizes
system cost when there are no constraints.	 This antenna. size is
very sensitive to the ratio of rectenna costs and transmitter
costs.	 Using nominal est.imdtes	 for component costs,	 the
unconstrained optimum antenna size is approximately 1km in
diameter.
Although the optimum antenna size is very sensitive to
costs, system specific cost can be relatively insensitive to
antenna diameter. That is, system specific cost. can have a very
broad minimum in the vicinity of the unconstrained optimum
antenna diameter. This is especially true when the costs of
prime poorer, transportation, and assembly overshadow the
acquisition cost:; of the microwave system.
When constraints are imposed on the system modEl the
"	 optimization can produce significantly different results. 	 The
sensitivity of the system to biological and thermal limitations
was tested by determining the system costs for a range of
-, q
pnticibl?z limitations. Thr^ sy.,t ,m was found to be relatively
insensitive to thermal limi.ta+-ions but the biological limitation
coula have a very significant impact on the 	 system cost
eftectiveness if this limitation were less than 100 watts/m.
There is an optimum interception efficiency and illumination
taper for the MPTS system.	 This is obtainable for both the
constrained and unconstrained cases.	 This optimum is somewhat
sensitive to component costs aria transportation. For the nominal
cost and transportation estimates used in this study, system
specific cost had a very broad minimum in the vicinity of
optimum. Using the nominal cost parameters this optimum for a
5GW SPS included a 1Km transmitter, a 10 db taper, and a receiver
sizod for 93 per cent in+ercepti.on.
3.2 FEASIBILITY
In reference 7 and this study, there appeared to be no
t(-chnical limitation which would prevent the implementation of an
MPTS type system. Methods were identified to perform all the
necessary tasks to implement such a system.
Tir%^ economic feasibility of the concept, however, is at
present uncertain. One of the objectives of this study was to
round this uncertainty where possible and test the sensitivity of
system specific cost to various component costs, Weights, and
efficiencies.
The microwave system cost and weight has a small effect on
6
total system cost, especially ror system power levels above SGW
and transmission frequoncios above 1-2G11z. In this range of
power and frequency, the microwave system affected system cost
primarily through traosihi .ssion efficiency. In fact, the economic
feasibility of orbiting power stations depends in part on
attaining a high efficiency microwave link.
Therefore, appropriate efforts should be directed toward
improving	 component
	
efficiencies
	 in the	 microwave link,
especially in the DC-R1 converter and in the rectenna. Also,
effort should be directed at attaining retro-directive modules
that have low residual phase e r.rors ( less that 10 degrees rms).
In ad ,lition, analytical and experimental work is appropriate to
verity satisfactory performance of retro-directive schemes such
as those suggested by JPL and Raytheon.
Two major elements that directly affect economic feasibility
are transportation and on orbit assembly costs.
	 The orbital
power station will become economically attractive only if
transportaticn costs are much lower than those projected for STS.
For the SPS to be nominally competitive, the combination of
transportation and on orbit assembly costs should be on the order
of $100/Kg.
In regard to the cost and weighs of prime power, a program
is undorway (ERDA) to produce low cost solar cells.
	 The
technology	 resulting from this program may lead to cells
a p propriate for the SP5 applica*iori. In addition, NASA -sponsored
^1
studio- s are	 currently hc%inq conducted 	 to investigate, the
possibility of	 solar thormal	 conversion systems for this
application.	 As a guideline, prime power costs of a few hundre,1
dollars a	 kilowatt	 at	 a	 specific	 weight	 of	 a	 few
kilograms/kilowatt will be re-juired.
3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
In the conduct of this study and in reference 7 it appeared
that the peak power density at the receive site for a coast
effective orbital power system would he nominally 230 watts/m:
Such a powerdensity might he a hazard to animal and plant life.
Therefore it would be appropriate to restrict the area of high
flux density to only authorizes and protected personnel. Metal
skin aircraft flying through the beam may inherently provide
ad?yuate shielding for persons within. Aircraft communications
would have to `-, protected or the aircraft diverted away from the
r_Pceive site in the same way they are now diverted from military
sites.
Outside the restricted area, animals and persons will be
subjected to the sidelobe and scattered. energy. Presumbably the
illumination taper and powor level can be selected to hold this
exposure level to a safe value. At this time there is no
ofricial recommendation regardinq this type of application. For
the purpose of this study 1 Watt/mz was assumed for the level
outside the restricted area.
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T 	 was also shown th.i f-. the rcceiver peak illowable power
density can have a si^jnificant impact on system cost. This is
somewhat true of the allowahl^ continuous exposure level in the
sidtlobes as well. Therefore, it would be appropriate to
establish acceptable exposure levels early, since projected cost
competitiveness will play a role in the decision process.
The complete effect of the absorbed energy in the ionosphere
is unknown at this time. Potentially non-linear-effects could
occur at the MPTS power density (20C-300 watts /m2 ). Experimental
and theoretical work has been performed by others to produce and
understand ionospheric modification (reference 28) b y heating   the
ionosphere with high power HF transmissions. Significant changes
in reflectivity of the ionosphere to frequencies as high as UHF
were observed	 as well	 as	 significant	 electron	 density
fluctuations.
Preliminary	 analyses	 (reference	 7) indicate	 similar
observable effects Would occur in the ionosphere due to 2.45 GHz
heating. !Although these analyses indicate the effect on the beans
would be insignificant, it would be appropriate to proceed with
more study and possibly more experimentation to verify the
absence of significant beam degradation at 2.45 GH2.
The RF1 impact is somewhat uncertain due to unknowns
regarding converter noise emissions and harmonic graneration. It
was shown that with suitable Filtering an exclusion band can be
defined outside of which interference is unlikely for other
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sDe ctr a I	 users.	 The	 impa ct of	 harmonic radiation	 is	 mo re
uncertain than
	 that of	 the noise emissions since the assessment
is very
	 sensitive to	 the assumptions
	 used in
	 cond.uctinq
	 the
analyses.
	 Typically,	 10-40 (it) of	 rejection of each harmonic will
he	 necessary	 to	 prevent interference	 with satellite-to-earth
communications.
	 This	 is in	 addition	 to 90	 db of rejection
assumed to	 be provided	 by the fundamental. filter and waveguide
circuitry.
The need for accurate phase control on the transmitter was
established.
	 A total rms phase	 error,	 from all causes, of no
more than	 10	 degrees is required to insure scattering losses will
be less than 3
	 per cent.
t
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APPENDIX A
Calculation of Impact of Noise Emissions From
DC-RF Converters
Currently, there is little data regarding noise emissions
from amplitrons. A discussion of such emissions is found in
reference 29, but the cited data were inferred from pulse
measurements on the amplitrons. It is not clear that these data
are applicable to continuous duty operation of amplitrons, but
the data indicate noise levels of 100-110 db/Hz below the rated
power output of the converters. Raytheon has indicated
(reference 7) that for continous duty operation, -130db/iiz should
be obtainable.	 In fact, their measurements on an oven type
magnetron indicate the noise level may be even lower. For the
klystron, Raytheon considers -150 db/Hz to be typical for this
application.
The impact of these emissions is amplified to a degree when
the DC'-RF converters are used in cascade. Currently, this is the
favored mode p er operation for the amplitron since it makes double
use of the waveguide for radiation, and RF distribution. This is
a useful weight saving feature.
There are probably many models for calculating _noise impact.
Two possible models will be discussed here. The basic difference
in the models is thF method of :accounting for coherence between
converter outputs.
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Consider the cascade arrangement of converters as shown in
Figure 30. Assume the cascade is excited by a noiseless source.
This source is likely to be a TWT or klystron for which this
assumpticn would be reasonable, given the much higher noise
levels expected from the amplitron.
ai- 1
The output of the source is injected into the first
amplitron. This amplitron synchronizes with this excitation but
a small noise is added. The output of this first converter
excites a section of slotted waveguide losing a major fraction of
its output power. The remainder excites the following converter
and so on.
Model I
Assume the additive noise is gaussian and of intensity p
and amplitude_ e,,. Additive noise can be modeled as shown in
Figure 31. A tone of amplitude E 1 is interfered with by a small
signal, random in amplitude and phase, of amplitude e,,. (t) . This
approximation is reasonable whenever the application is very
narrowband (reference 30), as is the case here. The resultant
signal of amplitude E X is given by
e 2 . Za n1 Oni S I n WI	 (A 2)
LE i + en, cos 4'.
Since E 1 »e,,, (t) equations (d!-1) and (A-2) can be approximated
with,
E, 6o : E1 cc s (w. f + e, c)	 (A 3)
and,
Oc^t= e'nij(0	 (A-4)
El
where e n,l (t) is the orthogonal component of en, (t) .	 Assuming
the power is split evenly between the in-phase and quadcature
components,
enp la.) = 
Z 
e^ a^	 ( A -5)
Since the amplitron performs essentially as an injection
locked oscillator, the oscillations will synchronize with the
input excitation including the residual phase modulation produced
-a
by the additive noise of the previous stage.
Therefore, the output of the second tube will have a phase
noise ccmponent Which is perfectly coherent with the same
component of the previous converter (We are ignoring the additive
noise of this second converter in this model).
70
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Since all the converters in a cascade will have coherent
noise components, the effective radiation area is larger than a
single section of slotted wavequide. The effective area is given
by
Ae = Ir N P Di	 (A-h)
where Dt is the antenna diameter, Po is the rated RF converter
output, and P is the total radiated Rr power. The effective gain
of each such combination is
	
Ge= 4iYA Ae
	 (A-7)
')-
where A <1 accounts 	 for	 possibility of outputs not being
completely coherent (Separation in	 space is equivalent to
separation in time.	 Therefore, the spatial correlation would
have a similar appearance to the time correlation. For large
soparations, coherency of thr- noise components Would disappear).
a
The number of such combinations is given by
M= P
	
NPo
	
(A°8)
d
h
	
	 ;,
The noise power density at the receive site, pno , is then,
^	 3
a
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2 ` al N r	 (A-9)
or,
- p^ -	 (A-10)za
Where Pn is the noise power at the output of the first converter
and the factor of 1/2 accounts; for the splitting of the available
noise power of the first converter into in-phase and quadrature
components.
Model II
Including the noise contributions or the remaining N- 1
converters in the N converter cascade has a significant effect on
the calculated noise impact. The accounting for this a,,Iditional
effect follows.
The form	 of the output, of the second converter was
previously developed assuming the second converter noise Was
essentially zero.	 Allowing for a non-^ero contribution, the
output of the second converter can be visualized as shown in
Fi.qure 32.
	
The orthogonal componr nt introduced by the first
converter, ,y (t), is passed by the second converter with
amplification to its original level. Added to this is the noise
contribution of the second converter, a nz (t)
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The resultant signal at the output of the second converter
can then be modeled as,
Ez = V, t enic n 9-. +(e ",y f ens fin Wa)	 Cos tw.f + 9.)	 (A-11)
where,
8=d)= fay	 enoyc+a + enzy(4)	 (A— 12)
^= f Ens cos ^xCf)
Since P, »en2 and e " , these t^cjuations can be approximated as,
Ez (t) = Ez Cos c.), -6 t a=Oe'	 (A- 13)
where,
e: tf) ; L°ti,yCf) 4 Cnay[t)
El	 (A-1 4) w
By analogy, the output of the Lth converter is given by,
E,ctJ =- E: cos (w.t + e^	 ( A- 15)
a
where,
L
Therefore the first converter will
	 introduce a noise
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t
t*oP,k')lij?nt rthicil i s co ti- r -2 n t
 7vF r N convert4- r S, he pc o nd
*0r. v^i E r vi ll introduce Z nois- component k,oherent over N-1
r.onvect—ors, otc. Th¢ ^ Lt ? ctivF radiation area varies for each
component.
For the Eirst noise component the effective radiation area
is
'.6., 1
AP-e tf N.P. Dt
	 (A- 17)
'+ T
the sa me as (A-5).
For th,^ Lth noise component, the effective radiation area is
Ae'L= rN-Nt1 l Aei	 (A-1 8)
The affective gain for the Lth component is given by,
G _ 4-rr 
0 Ae^	 ( A-1 9)ee -	
aZ
and top
 number of such combinations with gain G, , is
i
M^, = NP.(A-20)
1
ThQLPEore, the noise power a3en sity at the receive site, p„o , is
given by
a
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t
N
ono =
	 M4 Ge, (N-4+2 ) P.	 (A-21)
L=1
or,
no 
J 2 & A# Pn (N I) ( Z N+ 1)
(A- 22)
This last equation made use of the rule,
N
^^ _
	
(^.+i) (z^ +s) (A-23)6
L=1
This model is favored over model I because it is judged
unreasonable to assume the first converter noise will dominate
.....
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Cost P'quations
This study matte use of a cost model which is essentially the
same as that suggested by Raytheon (reference '7) . In this Model
the total cost of the system is structured as
Cost=C +C +C +C +C +C +C +C	 +C	 +C	 +C	 (B-1)
bs wg t pc at rec pwr atpwr xmtdis gnddis xcmd
where each of the component costs are modeled ,is follows:
1) Backup structure-
	
Cbs = bsUC • UWbs At	^+ W . t• UCbs	
(3-2)
where iTC bs =cost of hackup structure,: /Kq
uWbs =weight Of backuj) structure, Kg/m2
At =area of transmit antenna, m2
41jt =total weight ot rotary joint, Kg
2) Waveguide-
1a
	
Cwg=UCw9 At	 (9-3)
whe re I7	 =cost of wav(j skirl ^	 5 m2
	^  r . CWg	 l	 ^ /
OF IG^NPooh p
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3) r !::-RF converters-
Ct=UCt 'RDC/nrn rfpbm
where UCt =cost of converter, $/KW
PRDC =total delivered ground power, KW
nr = rectenna collection and conversion efficiency
7Zrf = RF link efficiency including effects of
atmosphere, scattering losses, and point-
ing errors.
n bm =beam efficiency or fraction of available
power intercepted by rectenna.
4) Phase control-
Cpc=UCpc At/Asae	 ($ - r)
(B-4)
where TJ	 =cost of phase control, /subarray 	 iJ
1
A
sae =area of electrical suhar.ray (may be
different than mechanical subarray) m2
5) Pointing control-
9
Y	 Cpt=UCpt At/Asam
	
(;^- 6}
where UCpt =cost of pointing, $/subarray	 j
A sam=area of mechanic,il subarray
77
rh) Assombly airl transport-0—ion of tr.insmit antonna-
Cat=UCat Wmpts
	
(^-7)
Where IJC aCcost of as E l mhl y anil transport., $/Aq
W mpts total wei g ht of MPTS
7) Weight of MPTS-
Wmpts =Wbs+Wwg+Wt+W PC +Wet+Wxmtdi s+Wxcmd	 (B-3)
-.4 h t4 r e	 Wbs=UWbs A t + Wj t
	
(B-9)
WWg =UWW9 At	 (B-10)
WPC=UWpc At/Asae
	
(U-1 1)
Wpt=UWpt At/Asam
	
(n-12)
•Wxmtdi s =UWxmtdi s PRDCI n	 B-DC	 (	 13)
Wt=UWt PRDC^nr71rf71bm
	
(B- 1 U)
and,
UT-Iwg=unit weight of wavequide, Kg/m2
UW PC =unit weight of phase control system,
Kg/subarray
UW Pt =unit weight of subarray pointing control,
Kg/suba rra y
0&-
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UWxMtd io ot t iri 
c e nt ref Ii sari bution cyst rm iit_•i.t1tit,
Kg/ (KW)
UW t
 =unit weight of converters, Kq/KW
n DC =DC-DC system efficiency
	
W	 =total weight of transmitter command control
xcmd
system, Kg
8) Rectenna-
2
C	 =UC	 A +UC	 A 	 +, 4 UC 1 nd* 
Ar (SLR)
	
+ C	 (B-15)rec	 rec r	 prep Sin -0
	
11	 S in -9-	 9cmd
where UC
	 =unit cost of rectenna, $/m2
rec
A	 =beam area normal to beam axis at receive
r
site, m2
EJC
	 =unit preparation cost of land, fi/m 2prep
9- =incidence angle of beam
fic 
I  
=unit cost of 1-in-1, $lm 2
SLR =ratio of. fence didmeter to rectonna
dia meta r
Cgcma=cost of ground command and pilot signal
microwave system
9) Prime power-
C	 =UC	 PRDC	 (B-lb)
pwr	 pwr DC
where UC
	 =unit cost of prime power, $/KW
pwr
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I10)
	
Assembly and	 transport	 of prime power-
RRDC {B- 17)
C atpwr
=UC
at UW pwr ry^-
^ C DC
where	 U 	 =unit weight of prime power, 	 Kg/KW
pw r
11)	 DC distribution on transmit antenna-
P
Cxmtdis
8-10
()=UCxmtdis
where tJC	 =coefficient of distribution system cost,
xmtdis
$/ (KW)
12)	 DC collection and conversion at rectenna-
1
_
C gnddis	
UC
Gnddis
	 P RDC
B- 19{	 )
where UC
	 =unit cost of distribution system,
	 $/KW
gnddis
13)	 Transmitter command control
	
system-
Cxcmp=Fixed	 Cost/System
These	 equations can
	
be	 simplified somewhat	 1)y combining
terms.	 one such combination results in,
80
Cos+ = F A t + F Ar + F3 Po, + F,, Poc + F-
WhE re,
F = 6Ck. uW6, -t uC f A + A1 + ucot (uWbs + uwy9 + uw,' 	UOItat
	
,.	 `	 Ag&e
	 Assrn
F = vC,,e, -t vCP^.. +	 uci,,,, • (S<R) L
s,:, s	 n	 s t., e
F3 uc -m&& ' + Ocne uwk f^ . + uc
77ce
F¢. Cue+ + ucar • vw:)	 (^co. + u^^ uw^^)
nog
Fs = wj^ uc bt + uca{• Wjt f Cge md 
-F C+ccmd
The system specific cost, r , can then be written as,
Fl. At- +F,Ar+Fs- +	 F + F,
PRA	 PRA (B-21)
Thp specific cost can he optimized with respect to transmit
antenna diameter by sub stitutinq,
	
A,r— 
(x - -r)Z	 (B-22)
A.
into -juatioq (B-21) and differentiating with respect to At.
Setting tho rosult equal to zearo and solving for -A
	
Ar t - ^^2 FL	 (B-23)
f,
dives a minimum for T since the second derivative is positive.
^,0
00%
I
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Cost -I,quations '.W ith Constraints
Limitations on peak axial density at the transmitter
(thermal effects) and the rectenna (biological effects) can he
included in equation (N-21). With these constraints it will be
shown that no optimum antenna area exists except when these
constraints are considered simultaneously.
Thermal Constraints
The effects of maximum converter packing density and maximum
allowable structural temperature are discussed in section 2.1.3.
Each of these effects establishes a maximum allowable peak FF
power density on the transmit antenna and the dominant limitation
is identified by the value of the ratio (section 2.1.3),
^t	 (B-2u)^- 
where ?Z& i	 the converter DC - RF conversion efficiency, k,,,v t is
the peak allowable thermal flux density due to structural
temperature limitations, and kfube is the maximum converter
packing density, watts /mZ
The paak axial density at the transmitter can be related to
the total transmitted power as
-Pt co)	 A. C F IZ	 (B- 2 5)
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ROC = r"+ nb. n* Pf (B-26)
where r an ,1 f are dimen.sionloss parameters. Empirical values for
these parameters can be found in section 2. 1.3.
The transmitted power and the delivered IBC ground power are
related by,
Combining (B-25) and (B-26)
y- Z	 P oc
^e !o) - `F 
nr{ 77,6. ►7, At	 (B- 2 7)
It can be seen from (B-27) that placing a limit on peak
transmitter power density in no wa y limits the delivered DC
ground power. The transmitter area and beam geometry can be
manipulated to vary the delivered power.
Substituting (B-27) into (B-21), and using
AV - (x7- 2-)L
14t
gives the system specific cost as,
r = (i A, + F (az t)'/Ar + Fs) • ( flr) +	 F, (Vy-) _ 4- F+
	
(B-28)
n rf 7UP" nr At -ft(n)
	
nrf lbw nr At Ttt^)
which can re written as
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I^F.	 + F.
	 + F..	 + F,. 
+ F4-	 (8- 2 9)Al?G(P)	 A t .h(*)	 At roe	 10eo)
where,
F= F AvW )Z g''
nrr Ill.. n,
F9
 ; rs (/v-) Z
nrf
 n " n,^
r fV7^/lbw y(r
F,, - F F/v)'
nr{ 776- nr
It can be seen from (B-29) that the specific cost decreases
monotonically with increasing A t , for fixed p . , (0) . Therefore,
with the thermal limit considered alone, there is no optimum A t .
That is, the larger the value of At , the lower the system cost.
Ultimately the cost model will become invalid if A t is made
much larger than 1Km. Data supplied by Raytheon (reference 7)
suggests ,the cost model is valid up to approximately 2Km for a
transmit antenna diameter.
Biological Constraint
The effect of an environmental regulation on the maximum
allowable power density at the receive site is discussed in
section 2.1.3.
The delivered ground DC power is related to the peak density
at the receive site by
._	
_	
A A
P^ - At
Substituting this and equation (13-22) into (B-21) gives the
relation,
h
	
r = 6F At -t 5. (Ae r)2/At f Fs) -A L.
 + Fy At	 + f-
?Tr 176., ^^ :)a ^r Co)	 nr nl. U^ t)`.P^Co)
	
(B- 31)
which can be rewritten as
('= FZ • 	 At + F3 . At + Fµ. A+ + Fs' t. F+
Ce)	 p,Cv) Pr(0)	 pr(o)	 (B- 3 2)
where,	 F3F, z =
0 nr ; iZ
Fs
63	 (.ta g) Z n.. n4l
F F
(^^s)^ nY nd.,
Fis = F (rip)'
nr 746
It can be seen from ( B -32) that the specific system cost
decreases monotonically a-- A^. decreases. Therefore, with p,^ (0)
A
fixed no optimum A t can be established. That is, the smaller At
is made, the less the system specific cost.
This point and the relation developed for a fixed peak
transmitter power density may seem contradictory. However, these
equations are simply indicating valid methods for reducing system
..,.
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costs within certain constraint.
Remember that (B-21) indicated that sy:,,tc:m specific cost
decreases monotonically with P k.,. . Therefore, given one or more
constraints, efforts should be made to adjust system parameters
to make PRoo as large as possible.
With a tixed transmitter peak power density, P Ko,	 can be
increased by increasing the transmitter area. Also, for a fixed
receive peak power density, P Aoc can be increased by decreasing
the transmitter antenna area (this spreads the beam at the
receive site requiring a laL4,., r rectenna) . Tf both constraints
are satisfied simultaneously, only one transmitter area is
possible (if a solution exists at all). Since the rectenna area
is related to the transmitter area by (B-22), the rectenna area
is also determined by these constraints.
For a given PR pc	 and maximum allowable p t. (0), equation
(B-25) and (B-26) can be used to establish the minimum antenna
area.,
A{r., > (Y%r) Z PROC
	
(B- 33)
nrf n&^ nr Ad,)
i
Also, for a given Pav; and maximum allowable p r. (0) , equation
(B-30) can be used to establish the maximum :111owable antenna
f	
area'
f
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`i
At L ^ ^ ) L R r r71.. -erco)
pot pc
	
(B- 34)
The conditions for simultaneous solution of (B-33) and
(B-34), it a solution exists, can b y found from
Aj	 A tw,x	 B-35)
Solving for PA,),
	
^R p^ = ^^ nr nb. i Z 744 -ftC0) j0 r(0)	 (B- 3 v)
Therefore,	 the transmit antenna area. 	 that satisfies both
constraints can be found from,
A,= (;L
11r; ptlti)	 (B-37)	 a
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Cost and Weight Parameters
At this	 time, estimates for various cost and weight
parameters for the MPTS reflect the judgements of people working
	
in the respective technology areas. Devices appropriate to this 	 it. 1
application do not yet exist.	 For this reason it would be
inappropriate to use the cost model to generate a "number". It
would be appropriate to use the model. to test the
	 'IPTS
sensitivity to various paramet,-.rs.	 In this way, one can quickly
identity	 critical	 technology	 areas	 where	 uncertainties
signiticantly affect s y stem cost.
In this study the sensitivity of a MPTS to variations in
geometrical parameters such as beam efficiency, taper, etc was
determined.	 A more exteusive sensitivity analysis, including
cost parameters, was pefformen as a part of the Raytheon effort
(referenc(- 7)
Values Cor all microwave system cost and weight parameters
used in this study were supplic-d oy Raytheon and are tabulated in
Tables C-I and C-II. Power :system, transportation and orbital
assembly parameters used in this study are tabulated in Table
C-III. Thr third column of this table has been highlighted and
this column represents values that have been identified in the
literature and used in other study efforts (references S,Q) .
Note that there are several val qe_s for each of these parameters
88
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included in the table. The ai(jhlighted values have been treated
as reterPrnce values. System sensitivity was determined by using
1/2 these values (second column) and twice these values (fourth
column) . Also shown for purposes of comparison are values
designated as current which are either achievable now or expected
to be achieved in the near term. 	 All values in this table are
rounded to two significant figures. 	 Note that the current data
for transportation and assembly only includes the cost of
transportation.
	
No current data is available for assembly of
larg,i structures in space.
The relative sensitivity of total system capital cost to
various Farameters was determined and the results are shown in
Figure 33. The (112,1,2) sequence used in Table C-III was also
applied to power level and frequency. Figure 33 indicates the
largf-sr sensitivities to be those due to power source, power
level, transportation aild assembly. Note 7. ?at the sensitivity to
power level decreases rapidly above 5 Gw.
The relative ranxing of sub_>ystem costs and sensitivities
was also determined and the results are shown in Figures 34-38.
Tr, each case displayed, the drivers of total system cost are the
power source and/or_ transportation and assembly. Consequently,
variation:- in these parameters produced the great est variation in
total sy=tcm cost.
F:i ,jure '4 shows subsystE , m sensitivity to frequency. Because
-ot thn thermal limit or. min}imi;m transmitter size and decreasing
Vk'b
X00	 89
t:f ^ ic if'ncy with trt;:quF , +.tc.y, ±}.k,` tri:nsmittor has a minimum size
with rospect to frEqu-ncy and thc- powe r
 conrca increases With
trequoncy. The total impact. is relatively small ov=er the range
considered.
Figuro 35 shows subsystem se^.sitivity to power source cost
an .1 Figure 36 show: the sensitivity to transportation and
assembly. "'he power sourcf , variation only i in pacts the power
source cGritribution but the im[ Idr.t is very significant. Costs of
transportation and assembly impact the transmitter and receiver
as well since the optimum size i::; a function of this cost.
	 j
The amount of power delivered by the receiver (power level)
affects only the less expensive subsystems as shown in Figure 37.
Therefore the effect of power_ level on total system cost
decreases as power level increases.
Figure 38 shows the subsystem sensitivity to power source
weight. This variation only affects the cost of transport and
assembly of the power sourco, }g ut the variation is significant.
	
It should be noted that a second order effect could have
	 j
been included in performing the analysis regarding the power
source parameters.	 The minimum cost beam interception is a
function of the relative cost between the microwave link and
power source. Hence for high power source cost the interception
i
efficiency should be higher than the 90 per cent used in Figures
34-3A and vice versa. Consequently, a mor es detailed analysis
would have displayed a small. sensitivity for the transmitter and
ORIG^'
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rp t: g iver Sue to chanctes in	 )owcr source costs Vinci weights.
llthougb not shown exo1iritly fiere, this rostilt i,5 implicit in
the analvsis in section 2. 3. 3 and the results displayed in
Figurcis 22 and 23.
TABLE
CONTENDERS FOR SUBARRAY
Antenna Type
1. Deployable cluster of rigid
	
.b	paraboloids
n
2. Large erectable paraboloid
' 7
"d
3. Large erectable horn array
Zo 4. Array of slotted waveguide sections
	
u 4y
	with all sections driven in parallel
5. Array of slotted waveguide sections
with integral cross-field amplifiers
(SS?S).
6. Array of dipoles driven in parallel
7. Array of dipoles driven individually
8. Dielectric lens
9. Metal lens
10. Array of helices driven individually
Estimated
Efficiency Comments
20% Spillover, blockage, mechanical alignment,
and power distribution major impediments
to high efficiency.
50-60% Spillover and blockage major impediments
to high efficiency.
	
Cassegrain type feeds
may boost efficiency to 80%.
10-80% Power distribution major impediment to
high efficiency.
	
80% may be obtainable
if the horns are driven individually,
10-70%
	
if driven
	
in parallel.	 Grating
lobes may be a problem.
50-90% Practical only with high power tube
(100 KW and higher).
80-90% Cascading of cross field amplifiers may
produce coherence of tube noise over the
subarray, possibly creating a severe RFl
impact.
15% Distribution losses high.
30-80% Low power amplitrons (100 W) not cost
effective.	 Solid state amplifiers
relatively inefficient.
70-80% Heavy, non-deployablle.
70-80% Lighter than dielectric: lens but heavier
than other antenna types.	 Possibly deployable.
55% Insensitive to polarization shifts in
ionosphere.	 Requires circ,--larly polarized
receive elements.
S
t
TABLE II
TRANSMITTER CONCEPT AND REQUIRED CONVERTER EFFICIENCY
FOR MAXIMUM CONVERTER DENSITY
Concept
Minimum
Converter Efficiency
Amplitron/Aluminum Structure 0.86
Amplitron/Epoxy Composite 0.86
Amplitron/Polyimide Composite 0.73
Klystron/Aluminum Structure 0.93
Klystron/Epoxy Composite 0.93
Klystron/Polyimide Composite 0.85
i
r+• 1
TABLE ill
PARAMETERS OF OPTIMAL ILLUMINATIONS
TAPER, DB 1 f 2
0 1.000 1.000
5 1.303 1.027
10 1.627 1.103
15 1.958 1.213
20 2.289 1.346
Number of Converters
in Cascade, .N
Noise Power Density
at Receiver, DBW/M2/HZ
10 -154
20 -148
40 -143
80 -147
Service
Typical	 Interference
Level, DBW/M2/HZ
Required Exclusion
Bandwidth, MHZ
Satellite-Earth -188 60
Communications
Radio Astronomy -240 236
Terrestrial Radar -142 23
TABLE IV
IMPACT OF UNFILTERED CONVERTER NOISE
3
TABLE VI
HARMONIC OUTPUT OF CONVERTERS IN DB BELOW
FUNDAMENTAL (REFERENCE 26)
armonic
Converte 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Magnetron:
Mean 78.1 71.7 77.7 86 87.2 91.9 99.3
Range 57/103 45/100 62/93 67/114 76/96 81/96 83/114
Samples 77 59 34 23 17 7 5
Klystron:
Mean 71.3 78.2 76.9 73.9 82.3 87.2
Range 38/119 57/105 56/101 59/111 73/89 72/97
Samples 44 27 21 8 7 4
TABLE VII
IMPACT OF HARMONIC RADIATION, DBW/M2
Harmonic
Coherence Area
20 M x 20 M
Coherence Area
1 M x 1 M
2 -178 -204
3 -167 -193
4 -169 -195
5 -174 -201
6 -173 -199
7 -176 -202
8 -182 -208
TABLE Vlli
	
.." I
SENSITIVITY OF 5 GW OPTIMUM SYSTEM
TO COST PARAMETERS
COSTS TAPER DB BEAM EFF.
TRANSMITTER
DIAMETER KM
5/10 DB
COST DIFF. %
1/2 x Reference 5/10 85.5/88.5 1.000/1.029 0.9
Reference 5/10 88.5/92.5 .952/1.007 2.0
2 x Reference 5/10 90.5/95.0 .887/0.993 3.0
TABLE IX
ASSUMPTIONS IN DETERMINATION OF PROPELLANT
MASS REQUIREMENTS
DESTINATION SYSTEM PROPELLANT PER LAUNCH NO. LAUNCHES
106 KG	 106 LB
1.36	 SOLID 	 3
LEO SHUTTLE 1120*
.73	 02+H2	1.6
*Includes transport of: assembly equipment, assembly crew rotation
and resupply, advanced ion stage (to GEO) and propellant, assembly
propellants and tanks, crew space stations, all SPS equipment.
Total 23x106 kg at 75% packing density.
ENERGY COST TO PROCESS MATERIALS
MATERIAL ENERGY COST, THERMAL KW-HR/KG
SILICON 6.61
PLASTICS 3.31
INORGANICS 7.72
ALUMINUM 72.8*
SOLID PROPELLANT 3.31
LIQUID HYDROGEN 16.2
AND OXYGEN
TABLE X
TABLE XI
MASS PROPERTIES OF A 5 GW SPS
SUBSYSTEM/COMPONENT WEIGHT
106 KG 106 LB
Power Source 12.8 28.2
Transmitter 7.0 15.4
•	 DC-RF Converters 2.37 5.22
•	 Waveguide 3.38 7.44
•	 Power Distribution 0.52 1.15
•	 Phase Control 0.18 0.40
•	 Structure 0.55 1.21
Receiver 331 729
r
rTABLE C-1
RECTENNA COST ELEMENTS
COMPONENT COST
UCREC 10 $/M2
UCPREP 0.40 $/M2
UCLND 0.25 $/M2
CGCMD 26 M $/SYSTEM
UCGNDDIS
1
10 $/(KW)Z
SUBSYSTEM COMPONENT COST WEIGHT
ALUM GREP ALUM GREP
Structure UCgS 2.1 32$/m2 ---	 ---
UWBS --- --- .26	 .16 Kg/m2
WJt
---
--- 2.3x105	 1.7x105 Kg/system
Subarrays UCWG 130 560$/m2 ---	 ---
UWWG --- --- 4.3	 2.6 Kg/m2
UCT(amplitron) 25 $/KW ---
UCT(klystron) 39 $/KW ---
UWT(amplitron) --- .32 Kg/KW
UWT(klystron) --- 1.0 Kg/KW
UCPC 92x103 $/Subarray ---
UWPC --- 75 Kg/Subarray
UCPT 3x104 $/Subarray ---
UWPT --- 70 Kg/Subarray
Power
Distribution UC 3.0x104 $/(KW) ---
XMITDIS 18 Kg/(KW)*
`1WXM I TD I S ---
Command
Control CXCMD 5.1x106 $/System ---
WXCMD --- 760 Kg/System
*Total DC Power Delivered to Transmit Antenna
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SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS
	
CURRENT	 R/2	 REFERENCE	 211
	 w, ,
OWER SOURCE COST	 -•$/KW
	
100,000+	 250	 500 (3)
	
1,000
OWER SOURCE WEIGHT	 KG/KW	 12.6 (1)	 0.75	 1.5 (4)	 3.0
RANSPORTATION	 - $/KG
	
3,300 (2) 100	 200 (4)	 400
NO ORBITAL
SSEMBLY
(1) COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE (CTS) ARRAY
(2) SHUTTLE/TUG
(3) REFERENCE 8
(4) REFERENCE 9
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FIGURE 1 - TYPICAL GEOMETRY FOR A SPACE-TO-EARTH MICROWAVE POWER
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SHOWING A 1 KM TRANSMITTER AND A
10 KM RECEIVER WITH WHICH 90% OF THE TRANSMITTED POWER,
IS INTERCEPTED.
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FIGURE 2 - Unconstrained optimum geometry factor, tau, as a function of
interception efficiency. Illumination taper is constantly
adjusted to provide a minimum tau at each interception
efficiency.
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transmit antenna as a function of interception efficiency.
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FIGURE 6 - Collection loss versus beam displacement fromreceive
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antenna axis. Receive antenna sized to nominally collect
90 per cent of beam energy.	
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	FIGURE 29	 ENERGY EXPENDED IN PLACING ONE SPS INTO OPERATION EXPRESSED
AS,A PER CENT OF THE ENERGY RECOVERED BY THE SYSTEM (30 YEARS)
AS A FUNCTION OF TRANSMITTER DIAMETER. ALSO SHOWN IS THE
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FIGURE 30 - TYPICAL N TUBE CASCADE CONFIGURATION SHOWING COUPLING OF DESIRED SIGNALS THROUGH
CHAIN AND UNDESIRED NOISE SIGNALS.
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FIGURE 31 - PHASOR ADDITION OF CONVERTER OUTPUT, El,
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FIGURE 35	 RELATIVE RANKING OF SUBSYSTEM COSTS AND
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